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The propagation of singularities of waves in the presence of an 
impenetrable body is a well-studied phenomenon. On the formal level of 
rays, Snell’s law states that the incident and reflected rays reflect at equal 
angles with the normal. Analytically, the simplest singularity to study is the 
leading wavefront, before multiple reflections can take place. Its precise 
nature has been derived rigorously by Majda [6] and others in the case of a 
smooth stationary body of arbitrary shape. 
When the body is moving, the theory is less highly developed. The rays no 
longer reflect at equal angles with the normal; the reflected angle is greater if 
the body is locally advancing and less if the body is locally receding. 
Uniformly moving plane boundaries are studied in classical textbooks. A 
general theory of scattering, with emphasis on the resonant frequencies, the 
scattering amplitude, and the decay of the transient waves, has been given by 
us in [3]. 
In the present paper we calculate the wavefront which is reflected when a 
delta-function plane wave impinges upon a three dimensional moving body. 
Our body may move or change its shape in any smooth manner, as long as it 
remains in a fixed sphere and moves slower than the wave speed. We 
consider only the simplest kind of wave: solutions of the scalar wave 
equation in R4 which vanish on the space-time boundary of the moving 
body. 
Specifically, we consider the incident traveling plane wave 
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s(t + s -x . o), where 6 is the delta function, the unit vector CL) is the 
incident direction, and s is a real number. We introduce the arrival surface 
T(s, w) as the set of points x which lie simultaneously on the boundary and 
on the incident plane x a o = t + s at some time t. Our main results are 
expressed in terms of this surface. We have found a new interpretation of the 
ray formalism: the incident and reflected rays make equal angles with the 
normal to the arrival surface (Lemma 1). 
The reflected wave can be decomposed into plane wave components which 
travel on the moving planes x . w’ = t + s’ for various directions w’ and real 
s’. The amplitudes of these components are denoted by K#(s’, w’; s, w). The 
distribution K# is called the echo kernel. The principle of causality implies 
that K# must vanish for s’ > s + h, where h = maxXEr(s,o) x . (o’ - w). The 
leading reflected wave in the (nonforward) direction w’ # w occurs at s’ = 
s + h. Typically, it comes from the reflection of the incident wave at a single 
point of the boundary, where T(s, o) is strictly convex with positive Gauss 
curvature K. Then the leading singularity (at s’ = s + h) of K# is 
where v is the normal velocity of the body at the point and time of reflection. 
(See Theorem 3.) The expression in brackets, the inverse of the Doppler 
factor, is the same as &‘/as for s’ = s + h. 
Our methods are entirely classical except for the use of the language of 
distributions. After a brief discussion of the geometry of reflection, we derive 
in Section 2 the progressing wave expansion as in geometrical optics (see 
Lewis [5]) including a proof that the remainder is smooth. In Section 3 we 
represent Kg as an integral over the boundary, as did Majda [6] for the 
stationary case. This representation has certain technical advantages over the 
description of K# as the limit along bicharacteristic rays as t --$ co of the 
reflection of the incident plane wave 8(t + s -x . w) (see [3]). In Section 4 
we derive the leading singularity of K#, first for arbitrary directions w’ # w, 
and then in the generic case when the leading reflection occurs only at a 
finite number of points, where the arrival surface has positive Gauss 
curvature. The presentation is elementary and self-contained, entirely 
avoiding the use of microlocal analysis. 
In Section 5 we discuss the following topics. (A) The shape and motion of 
a convex moving body can be recovered from a knowledge of the leading 
singularity of the echo kernel. (B) There are some alternative forms of the 
leading singularity. The simplest one is in terms of the curvature of the 
departure surface r(s’, 0’). (C) If the arrival (or departure) surface has flat 
spots where the curvature vanishes, the leading reflected wave can be one 
order more singular than in the generic case. (D) We make further remarks 
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on the angles of incidence and reflection and on the curvature. (E) We 
discuss the more familiar case when the incident wave is time harmonic with 
frequency (T and the reflected wave is decomposed into harmonic components 
with frequencies u’. For slowly moving bodies we find the familiar Doppler 
shift in the frequencies. In the case of periodic motion, we give a high 
frequency description of the partial amplitudes associated with the sideband 
frequencies present in the reflected wave. (F) Finally we mention the higher 
dimensional case. Some calculus lemmas are given in the Appendix. 
2. REFLECTION OF SINGULARITIES 
Points in space are denoted by x = (x, , x,, xj) E R3 and points in 
space-time by (x, t). Let Q be a connected open subset of space-time 
R 3 x R whose complement is contained in a cylinder {(x, t) : ] x] = 
(xf + X: +x$“* < p}. Let the boundary C of Q be a timelike C” surface. 
This means that its unit normal vector (pointing into Q) v = (vx, v,) = 
(v, , v2, v3, v,) and 1 v, ( < ] v, I at each point of Z. The body at time t is the set 
P(t) = (x E R3 : (x, t) 6.2 Q}. 
The (moving) boundary at time t is the boundary of /m(t) in R3, while Z is 
the union of the sets a@(t) X {t). The timelike assumption means that the 
boundary is moving at “subsonic” speed. We take the wave speed to be unity 
and the waves to be the solutions of the problem 
u,, = Au in Q, 24 = 0 0nZ. (1) 
Under the timelike assumption on Z, the Cauchy problem for (1) with 
Cauchy data of locally finite energy is well posed (see 131). 
In this section we study the solution M = u of problem (1) with the initial 
condition 
M=is(t+s-x. 0) for t<-s-p, (2) 
where w is a given unit spatial vector (u E S,) and s E R. Existence and 
uniqueness of M can be deduced by taking limits of solutions of locally finite 
energy. 
The key ingredient in analyzing the singularities of M is the solution 
o(x, t) of the eikonal equation 
IVVol=% 
(D=t+s--x.w 0nC. 
(3) 
Each nongrazing point on Z (a point where the spacetime vector (0, 1) is 
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not tangent to C) has a neighborhood in which (3) has a unique C” solution, 
by the standard theory of first-order equations. 
We consider an incident ray as a directed line in space-time in the 
space-time direction (0, 1) which lies on the plane t + s -x . w = 0. If it 
meets the boundary Z at a nongrazing point (x0, to), we consider the 
reflected ray to be the directed line through that point with direction (6, 1) 
where 6 = -VP/~, is evaluated at (x0, to). (See [5].) Recall that or = (vx, vJ 
is the unit normal to E pointing into Q (away from the body). If the body is 
stationary, the spatial directions --w and & make equal angles with the 
spatial normal v,. In order to make a similar interpretation for a moving 
body, we introduce 
Z(s,w)={(x,t)EZ:t+s=x*o}, 
and the arrival surface 
so that T(s, w) is the spatial projection of Z(s, w). We also define s^= 
x0 . 6 - to and the departure surface r($ 6) is defined in the same way. 
LEMMA 1. Given s, w and a nongrazing point (x0, to) on Z(s, w). Then 
(a) the vector N = V, + V,W is normal to T(s, o) at (x0, to) and fi= 
v, + v,ci? is normal to r(?, ~2); 
(b) the incident and reflected rays make equal angles with N, that is, 
N is parallel to 6 - o; 
(c) w.N=Va,.v,-~,v,=-~,cj.~; 
(d) T(s, w) and I’($&) are tangent at (x0, to) and ~,a= N; 
(e) (D* = (1 - w . v)/(l - ci, . v) is the Doppler factor, where u is the 
velocity of the moving boundary. 
ProojI If C is given locally by an equation f(x, t) = 0, then (Vfi f,) is 
parallel to v = (v,, vt). Then T(s, o) is given locally by the equation 
f(x, x . o - s) = 0, so that Vf +fiw is a (spatial) normal vector to T(s, a). 
The same is true with “hats.” This proves (a). By the boundary condition 
defining ~1, 2 is a level surface of the function ~(x, t) - t - s + x . o. Thus 
the vector 
PP++o,P,- 1) is normal to C, (4) 
and we can write Va, = --o + Iv, and pr = 1 + Iv, for some scalar 1. Hence, 
Vrp + prcc, = A(v, + v,o) = AN. This means that p,(w - 6) = Va, + qorm is 
normal to T(s, w). That is, 6 and (-w) make equal angles with the normal. 
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By (3) the space-time vectors (V(o + w, cpI - 1) and (-VP + w, (Pi + 1) are 
orthogonal. By (4) (-Va, + w, (pl + 1) is tangent to Z. Hence, its dot product 
with v = (v,, VJ vanishes, or 
V~).v,-o~v,=~~v,+v~=~.N. (5) 
The left side of (5) is -~~6 . ti. This proves (c). By definition, ii’ - N = 
vI(; - o). By (b) the three vectors N, k, and & - o are parallel. By (c) 
since 6 + w is normal to 6 - w and so to N. Hence, N - rp,@ = 0. 
Now consider any curve on C which passes through (x0, to). Since 
cp = t + s - x . w on Z’, we have 
along the curve. Hence, 
1 - w . dxjdt 
” = 1 - & . dx/dt = 
v, + u * v, 
v, + 6 * v, . (6) 
This proves the identity in (e) since dx/dt may be regarded as the velocity of 
the moving body at (x0, to). Actually this identity shows that the quotient is 
independent of the tangential component of the velocity of the body aP(t); 
that is, the Doppler factor does not “see” any tangential sliding motion of 
the body. The familiar Doppler factor occurs in the case of back scattering, 
4 = --u if the motion is directly towards or away from the observer. Then 
%=(l+l~l)l(l-l4)f or an approaching body and pI = (1 - 1 u I)/( 1 + /U I) 
for a receding body. In the general case, we could think of u as the “normal 
velocity” 2, = -v, v, I v, I -‘. 
Now let o’ be an arbitrary unit spatial vector other than o. We shall 
study the asymptotic behavior of M in the direction w’. Denote 
h=h mw)(W - 0) = xz,;t”w, x . (w’ -ml* (7) 
We shall show that the leading wavefront of M in the direction CL)’ comes 
from the reflections at the points x, where x . (w’ - w) = h. At such points, 
the vector o’ -w is normal to T(s, w); by Lemma 1, this means that 
o’=l3. 
The set R = {(x, t) E Z(s, w) : x. (o’ -co) = h} is a compact set 
consisting of nongrazing points. Therefore, there is a convex space-time 
neighborhood of R, 
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such that vn Z also contains no grazing points. We choose V and r so 
small that the phase function v, exists in a neighborhood of 6? 
We introduce a cutoff function x(x, t) with the following properties: 0 < 
~(x,t),< 1,xEP(R4), suppk)nEc VnZ, andX= 1 on the set 
LEMMA 2 (Localization). Let M be the solution of (1) and (2). Then 
(a) SuppMc{x.w<t+s). 
Furthermore, M has a decomposition 
qx, t) = x(x, t) d(t + s - x * w) + P(x, t) + z&(x, t), 
where P is the solution of 
P,, = AP in Q, P=O for t<--s-p, 
P = -x(x, t) s(t + s - x . w) on Z. 
(8) 
(b) SuppPc(x.w~t+s}n{x.o’~t+s+h}. 
(c) SuppR,c{x.w’<t+s+h-r/}. 
(d) vnsuppPc{(x,t)E V:fp(x,t)20}. 
ProoJ The several parts of Lemma 2 follow from a basic principle of 
causality for the wave equation. Suppose that u(x, t) is a locally finite energy 
solution of 
u,, -Au = g in Q, u = f(x, t) on C. 
Let C= C(x,, to) be the backward cone {(x, t): [x-x0/ < t, - t) and 
suppose that g = 0 on C, f = 0 on C n C, and that u has vanishing Cauchy 
data on C n {t = t, < to}. Then u(x,, t,) = 0. Indeed, let 2(x, t) E R 3 be a 
vector field on Q such that 121 < 1 and (I, 1) is tangent to C. If we multiply 
equation (1) by ut + I. Vu and integrate over C n {t > tl}, the usual energy 
estimates and an application of Gronwall’s lemma imply that u(x,, to) = 0. 
This result is easily extended to solutions with distribution data by taking 
appropriate limits. 
(a) Let (x0, to) E supp M. By causality, C(x,, to) must intersect the 
support of d(t + s -x . 0). Thus, there must be a point (x, t) such that 
t+s-x-w=0 and (x-x0(<&,--t. Hence, 
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(b) Let (x0, tJ E supp P. Because P has vanishing Cauchy data at 
t = -s - p, there must be a point (x, t) E C such that t + s - x . cc) = 0 and 
to-t>>,x-Xx,1. Thus 
Also x E T(s, o) so that x . (o’ - o) < h. Hence, 
(c) By the definition of M and P, R, satisfies the problem 
[a:-d]R,=gr-[a:-41016) in Q, 
R,=O 0n.Z and R,=O for t<-s-p, 
because (1 - x) d(t + s - x . w) vanishes for t < -s - p. Furthermore g 
vanishes on the set 
Now let (x,,, t,) E supp R,. Again by causality there must be a point (x, t) in 
the backward cone Ix,-xl<to-t such that x.w’<t+s+h-q. 
Therefore, x,, . w’<x.d+1x,-xl<t,+s+h-~. 
(d) Now let (x0, to) E Q n V with q(x,, t,) < 0. If (xi, t,) E C, there is 
a ray t + (x(t), t) with x(tl) = x, , x(t,) = x0, and / dx/dt I = 1. Along this ray 
This implies that cp < 0 on Vn C. Thus, 
vncncc{(x,t)E vnc:q(x,t)<o} 
={(x,t)E vnz:t+s-x.w<o). 
Therefore, P vanishes on vn C n C, and by causality we conclude that 
P(x,, t,) = 0. 
Next we construct the progressing waves for P. We define the operator P 
by 
L/z = 2fJ+z, - 2vrp . vz + (p)It - 4D)z. 
X35/52/2-4 
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The amplitudes z[(x, t) are defined successively for I= -1, 0, I,..., as the 
solutions of the transport equations 
L/Z -, = 0 in V, Z -, = -x on,?YCV, 
L/z, = (A - c?~)z,-~ in V, z, = 0 on Zn V for I>O. 
Clearly, z, are smooth in V. 
We set H,(r) = ([!)- ‘r’ for r > 0 with H,(r) = 0 for r < 0 if I > 0. In 
addition, H-,(r) = 6(r). Thus, the derivative of H, is H,_ 1. 
LEMMA 3 (Progressing waves for P). There is a neighborhood W c V of 
R such that 
P(x, 4 = 2 z/(x, t> H,W, 4) + RL(x, 0, 
/=-I 
where R, E C”(W). 
ProoJ We define R, by the above equation. Then R, = 
-x6(t+s-x.co)-z-,H-,(t+s-x-w)=0 on Z. Obviously, H,(p) 
vanishes on {(x, t) E V: 9(x, t) < O}. So does P, by Lemma 2(d). Hence, so 
does R,. Choose a neighborhood W of R with W c V so that for each 
(xO,t,JE W,theset {(x,t): Ix-x,,l<&-t}n{Irp(x,t)>O}iscontainedin 
V. Since R, vanishes on Z and vanishes identically for (p < 0, another 
causality argument as in Lemma 2 shows that the restriction of R, to W 
depends only on the values of (a: - d)R,. We proceed to calculate this 
quantity. We have 
<a: - 4(z,H,(rp)) 
= [(a: -&,I H/(v) + lyz,l H;(P) +~,h4~ - IW21 Y’(cp) 
= w: - 4z,l H,(v) - w: - 4z,-1 I H/L I(V), 
with the convention that z- 2 = 0. Therefore, 
(+d)R,= (+d)P- i (+-d)(z,H,(q+) 
/=-I 
= -[(a; -d)zL] H,(q) E C”-‘(V). 
We conclude that R, E C”-‘(W). However, the same expansion with L 
replaced by L + 2 gives us 
R, =zL+, HL+,(a)) +zt+2H,+k~) +R,+27 
where the first term belongs to C”(W), the second to C”“(W), and the third 
to C”( IV). Thus R, E C”(W). 
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3. THE ECHO KERNEL 
When A4 is decomposed into plane waves as t + +co, we get the echo 
kernel K’. We begin by recalling the plane wave decomposition of an 
arbitrary free solution of finite energy a(x, t). That is, atf = Aa in all space. 
Then 
a(x3t)=-+J:mI,,,;, a#(~, w) d(t + s - x . co) dw ds, (9) 
where the asymptotic wave profile a#(~, o) is defined by 
a#(s, 0) = lim ta,(t + s)w, t) = - lim tu . Va((t + s)w, t). 
f-t*cc t-rim 
Furthermore, the mapping a + ax is isometric: 
it extends to a unitary mapping of energy space onto L2(IR X S,). The profile 
a# has compact support if and only if a vanishes in forward and backward 
cones. 
Now let a be a free solution with a# a C” function of compact support. 
Since a(x, t) vanishes in such cones, a satisfies the boundary value problem 
(1) for 1 t] > T for some T. Let U(X, t) be the unique solution of (1) for all 
time such that u = a for t < -T. Then u also has an asymptotic wave profile 
U# as t + +w. (See [2].) The limit may be stated in the form: the L2 norms 
over (x:t+R, <Ix] <t+R,} of 
u,(x, t) - ; u# (r-l,+) and Vu(x,r)-?u#/r-&ej 
approach zero as t + +ao, for all R, and R,. Here U# E L&(iR X S,) and 
u#(s, w) = 0 for s > T. 
Thus the operator a# + u# is defined. The echo kernel K# is defined by the 
equation 
u#(s’, o’) = a#(s’, w’) + jj K#(s’, w’; s, w) a#(s, o) ds do. (10) 
It is a C” function of (w’, s, w) with values in the space of distributions in 
s’. What is the relation between K# and the distribution M of Section 2? 
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From the definition of M = M(x, t; s, o), the relation between u and a and 
the equation (9), we deduce (see [3]) 
U(X, t> = - $-lJ M(x, t; s, w) a#(& o) ds dw. (11) 
Formally, taking # of both sides of this equation, we infer that 
P(s’, w’; s, o) is the asymptotic wave profile of 
G=-(2x)-‘[M(x,t;s,o+-(t+s-x.m)]. 
(See (3, Theorem 91.) Now G satisfies the problem 
(a:--d)G=O in Q, G=O for t < -s-p, 
G=(2z)-‘S(t+s-x.co) on Z. 
Thus G(x, t; s, w) is representable as an integral over 2Yn C(x, t), where 
C(x, t) is the backward cone with vertex at (x, t) and its asymptotic profile is 
representable in terms of an integral over the intersection of the plane 
t + s’ -x . w’ = 0 and Z. Majda [6] found a more convenient represen- 
tation for K# directly in terms of an integral of A4 over Z (in the fixed body 
case). We now give a transparent derivation of this representation. 
THEOREM 1. 
K#(s’, w’; s, w) = - &l, g (x, t; s, co) &(t + s’ -x - co’) dZ, 
where d.Z is the ordinary measure on the hypersurface .E in space-time 
R3 x R, 6’ is the derivative of the delta function, v = (vX, vl) is the unit 
normal vector pointing into Q, and v* = (v,, -vI) is the conormal vector. 
LEMMA 4. Let a and /I be free solutions with a# and /I” C” functions 
which vanish for IsI > T-p. Let u be the solution of (1) such that u = a for 
t < -T. Then 
1 
t=r 
{V(u - a) . VP + (u - a)$,} dx = - JI $ g dC. 
Proof We note that a and /? vanish in the cones { ]x( < / t I- T + p} and, 
hence, on the obstacle for I t ] < T. Let Q(7) = {(x, t) E Q : I t / < T} and 
Z(T) = {(x, t) E Z : ] tl < T}. We begin with the identity 
o=pou-uop=at{ut~-upt}+v* {UVP-pvu}, 
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where 0 = a: -A. Integrating over QT, 
since u vanishes on C. The same identity applied to a and ,f? gives 
Butu=aandu,=a,fort=-Twhilea=PinsideIxl<pattimest=fT. 
Therefore, 
I,=, 1-b - alPI + (u - a),P} dx = -i, $p dc. 
Next we replace /3 by ,!3,. In the first term we use the equation p,, = A/? and 
integrate by parts, resulting in the desired identity. 
Proof of Theorem 1. In the left side of Lemma 4 we let T-+ +co and use 
the L* convergence to the asymptotic wave profiles to obtain 
Iim 21 /(u”-a’) (r-T,q]/3#[r-T,:] [ 9. 
T-02 
With the notation s = r - T, w =x/r, this becomes 
20°. 
c 1 -cc lol=l 
((u” - a%, o) /?#(s, w)} ds dw = - lz -$ g dz. 
In the right side we substitute (11) for u and (9) for ,8 to obtain 
1 
-7 I 
zf!! (x, t; 
47T au* 
s,w)a#(s,c0)6’(t+s’-x.0’) 
x p#(s’, o’) ds dw ds’ dw’ d.Z. 
Since a# and /?” are arbitrary test functions, Theorem 1 follows. 
Remark. The support of K# is contained in the set {s’ < s + h), where h 
is defined in Section 2. Indeed, let (s’, o’; s, o) E supp K#. By Theorem 1 
there must be a point (x, f; s, w) E supp(8M/&*) for which 
t + s’ - x . w’ = 0. Combining parts (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 2 we deduce 
that either t + s -x . w = 0, or else x . w’ < t+ s + h. In the first case, 
s’--s=x. (u’-w)<h. In the second case s’ -s,< (x. w’- t)- 
(x.0’---h)=h. 
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4. THE LEADING SINGULARITY OF K# 
THEOREM 2. Let w  and o’ be unit spatial vectors with CO’ # w. Let 
h = h(s) = XG~‘cas”W, x . (CO’ - w), 
and write K#= K#(s’, o’; s, o). Then 
(i) Supp K#c {(s’, s): s’ <s t- h}; 
(ii) the singular support of K# contains the curve {s’ = s + h}; 
(iii) the most singular part of K# on this curve is the same as the most 
singular part of the distribution 
where 
WY s> =i,,,,,,, (-2n * WI ;I”,’ “,’ dr . 
and 
D(s’, s) = T(s, co) n (x . (w’ - co) > s’ - s}. 
Here n denotes the exterior unit normal to r(s, w), dT is the ordinary 
surface measure, Y = -vIv, 1 v,I -2 is the normal velocity of the moving 
boundary, and a/as’ is the distribution derivative. Note that n(s’, S) = 0 and 
g(s’, s) = 0 for s’ > s + h. The function g is smooth for s’ < s + h but not 
differentiable across the curve s’ = s + h. 
Let R, = {x E T(s, co): x . (o’ - w) = h}. This is the set of reflection 
points which give rise to the leading singularity. At each point x E R,, the 
vector o’ - o is normal to T(x, w). But CC - o is also normal, according to 
Lemma 1. Hence o’ = d = -VP/V,,, whence s’=s+h=x.w-t+h= 
x.o’-t=x.&--t=f. So we may write ’ instead of * at each point 
x E R, : I+!, ~5) = r(s’, w’), fi = N’. Since {x . (w’ - w) = h} is a supporting 
plane for the surface T(s, o), the Gauss curvature K of T(s, w) is nonnegative 
at each point of R,. 
We define CO’ - o to be a regular direction if R, consists of only a finite 
number of points xi (j= 1, 2,..., J) at each of which the Gauss curvature ~~ 
of T(s, w) is strictly positive. Almost every direction is regular, in the sense 
that the set of normalized vectors (w’ - w)/Io’ - (~1 with o’ - w irregular 
has measure zero on the unit sphere S,. This is a consequence of Sard’s 
theorem because a regular value of the Gauss map r(s, o) + S, is a regular 
direction in our sense (when normalized), although not conversely. 
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THEOREM 3. Let co’ - w be a regular direction. Let L be a positive 
integer. There exists a constant n > 0 such that 
+ T 
,i, 
a,(s’, w’; s, a~)) H,(s’ - s - h) + K, + K,, 
where ~~ is the (positive) Gauss curvature and vj is the (normal) velocity at 
the point xj E R,, tj = xj . o - s, the coefficients a, E C”, K, E CL, and K, 
vanishes for s’ > s + h - n. 
The bracket is the inverted Doppler factor (see Lemma 1). For another 
form of the leading term, see Section 5. The delayed part K, may contain 
singularities which are stronger than the leading one. This will be the case, 
for example, if T(s, w) has planar pieces which are normal to (w’ - w) but 
lying in a plane x . (o’ - w) = h, < h. 
In the following discussion we fix vectors w # CO’. We suppress o and CO’ 
in our notation, writing T(s) for T(s, CO), etc. 
LEMMA 5. For n > 0 sufficiently small and for s’ > s + h - n, we have 
87t2K#(s’, s) = K, + K,, where 
Both K, and K, vanish for s’ > s + h. Here n = n(t) = N(t)/lN(z)J, where 
N(t) = v, + v,w is normal to T(z) = P(t, w). 
ProoJ We begin with the expression for K# given in Theorem 1, which 
we integrate against a test function O(s’), 
87c2 1 K+(s’, s) B(s’) ds’ = ,fz s (x, t; s, W) &(x . w’ - t) dZ. (12) 
We choose 8 to vanish for s’ < s + h - r. By Lemma 2, the support of the 
integrand in (12) is contained in S = {s + h - n < x . w’ - t) n 
(x . OJ - t < s}. For (x, t) E S, x . (CO’ - CO) >, h - r. Thus for v sufficiently 
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small, S c W, the set where the progressing wave expansion is valid, and we 
may write 
M=j$(r+s-x*w)+ i z,H,(P) + R, + R,. (13) 
1=-I 
Furthermore, R, = 0 on S by Lemma 2, and x = 1 on S by construction. Let 
us calculate 34/& *. Recalling that v* = (vX, -v,), 
a/c%* d(t + s - x * w) = -(N s w) &(t + s - x . w). 
The derivative of the term with I = -1 is 
on Z by Lemma C (see Appendix), since v, = t + s - x . w on C and z _, = 
-x = -1 on S. By Lemma l(c), 
&p/&* = v, . Va, - vfpt = N . w. 
Thus the first (most singular) term in the expression for &W/&J* on E is 
-2N . &‘(t + s - x . w). Finally, for I > 0 we have 
$ [zPkP)l = g ff,(p) = -g+ f.?,(t + s - x * w), 
because z, = 0 on C. Therefore, (11) becomes 
87~’ 
i 
K#(s’, s) e(s’) ds’ 
= (--2w+N)6’(t+s-x.w)B’(x.w’-t)dZ 
1 z 
E j K,,(s’, s) O(s’) ds’ + j K,(s’, s) @(s’) ds’. 
Now we use Lemma A (see Appendix) to express the integrals of K, and 
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K, as iterated integrals. The unit normal to T(r, w) is n = N(t)/lN(7)j. Thus 
with t = x . CO - 7 and dZ = IN( -’ dT(z) ds, we have 
j K&‘, s) O(s’) ds’ = j” 6’(s - 7) jr, (-2n . co) 19/(x . (u’ - u) + 7) dr dz 
T 
) 
(2n . u) O’(x . (u’ - u) + s) dI’. (14) 
Since &(s’ - p) = - (a/ad)* H&J - s’), we may write 
4dS’?s)=- (T&g)’ jr,,, (2n.w)H,(x.(o’-w)+s-s’)dT 
K,(s’, s) is rewritten in a similar way. Since K# and K, vanish for s’ - s > h, 
so does K, . 
LEMMA 6. In the sense of distributions, 
K, = - (Y$)~ g(s’> s> + ($)’ j P dr, n(s’.s) 
where ,L? is a smooth function defined in W n .Z. We have g(s’, s) > c [area of 
17(s’, s)] for s + h - r < s’ < s + h and q small. 
Proof. Z f7 r is a smooth compact piece of hypersurface in iR4. It can be 
covered by a finite number of coordinate patches given by mappings (z, t) + 
(x, t), where z runs over some domain D c IR2. Furthermore, we may choose 
these coordinates so that along the curves C n {z = const. } the vector dx/dt 
is parallel to (w’ - u). This means that C is parametrized so that its points 
are regarded as moving in the direction of CO’ - w. Then the normal speed Iv\ 
is less than unity because Z is timelike. Now s =x . w - t defines a different 
parameterization (z, s) --t (x(z, s), s) of Z. For fixed s, z + x(z, s) ranges over 
a piece of T(s, CO) and dT= I&/& dz. Returning to (14) we see that 
I K,Js’, s) B(s’) ds’ 
a = i-1, as (2n . w) B/(x. (w’ - CO) + s) dT T(s) 
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=2 
i r(s) 
(n.u)B”(x. (co-w)+s) $+‘-co)+ 1 dT 
L 1 
+2/324~ l;i) ~~~~‘~‘(x.(w’-o)+s)d~. (15) 
Now v = ax/at with z fixed so that ax/as = u(~c/&), where t(z, s) = 
x(z, s) . u - s. Hence, 
at/as = 0 * ax/as - 1 = (U * cu)(at/as) - 1. 
Thus 
ax 
as.(W’-W)+l=L..(W’--W)~+l 
u . (co’ - w) l-U*cJ’ =-- 
I-2l.w 
+l= lmvaw =v)I’, (16) 
the Doppler factor. We substitute (15) into (14) and use the fact that 
a”(-8’) = -(a/as')" H,(-s’). Consequently, 
where p = 2(a/as)(n . w lax/& 1) ]ax/az 1 -I. This yields the formula for 
g(s’, s). 
Next we note that the integrand of g(s’, s) is positive. Indeed, IZ . o < 0 on 
n(s’, s) because for q sufliciently small, w is not tangential to T(s, w). The 
factor [ 1 - u . o’]/[ 1 - u . 01 > 0 because 1 Y I < 1. Thus for some c > 0 and 
q sufliciently small, 
g(s’,s)>cj dT = c [area n(s’, s)]. 
n(s’,s) 
Proof of Theorem 2. We have already proved (i). We combine the 
formulas of Lemmas 5 and 6 to express K#(s’, s) for s’ > s + h - q: 
87?K#(s’,s)= - g Ig(s’, s) - $ 2 d(s’, s), 
( 1 ( 1 
where g is given in Lemma 6 and 
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q-1 = az-,/av* -P pq, q1 = a~,/&* for l> 0. In Theorem 3 we consider the 
case when o’ - cc) is a regular direction, so here we may assume that it is 
irregular. Thus the Gauss curvature vanishes at some point x0 E R,. The 
argument we now give is from [6], due to J. Ralston. Because r lies to one 
side of the plane x . (o’ - w) = h, we can assume that one of the principal 
curvatures at x0 vanishes to even order. Therefore, we can choose coor- 
dinates so that locally T(s, w) is the graph of a function 10’ - w] h - 
P(Z, 3 zJ, where 
0 < p(z,, z2) < az: + bz: with a, b > 0. 
Hence, area n(s’, s) is at least as great as that of the surface z3 = 
Ku--wlh-(azf+bz:) over the set {azf+bzl<(h+s-s/)//w’--wl}. 
area 17(s’, s) > c(h + s - s’)~‘~. 
By Lemma 6, g(s’, s) & C(3’4)+a for any a > 0 as a function of s’ near s + h. 
Thus g(s’, s) does not belong to H(5’4)+a and, consequently, 
a 3 i-1 ad g @ H-(7'4'+n for all 01 > 0, 
with singular support being the curve s’ = s + h. On the other hand the 
function s’ -+ g(s’, s) is at least of bounded variation in a neighborhood of 
s’ = s + h and, consequently, lies in H (“2)P4 for all /J > 0. Thus the second 
term in the expression (15) lies at worst in H-‘3’2’-4 for all p > 0, and 
cannot cancel the contribution of the leading term. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The leading singularity of K# can be determined 
from the behavior of g(s’, s) as s’ /” s + h, when w’ - o is a regular 
direction. For s + h - q < s’ < s + h, n(s’, s) will consist of a finite number 
of disjoint convex surfaces, one near each point xj E R,. The contribution to 
g(s’, s) of the integral over one of these pieces nj = rj n {x . (o’ - co) > 
s’ - s ) can be written 
W(P) = j q(x) dr for P<P~, 
r,nix.ca~l 
with <=(w’-~)/lw’-w], p=(s’-s)/Io’-ccl, po=h/(o’--wl, and 
q=-2n * w[(l- v . o’)/(l - u . w)]. According to Lemma B of the 
Appendix, 
lim 2 = -2nq(xj) KJT ‘I* = 
p/‘po dp 
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since 2n . o = 25 . cc) = c . w - r . w’ = 1 w’ - o I. Finally, summing over 
j= l,..., J, we deduce that 
The higher derivatives of g also have limiting values as s’ ,? s + h. Since g 
and its derivatives have jump discontinuities at s’ = s + h, we have 
g(s), s) = 27c f K: “* 
j=, J [ ;:;j*e;] dr@’ -S-h) 
+ a6(s’ - s - h) + bH,(s’ - s - h), (18) 
where a = 2 lim s’/s+h(a/aS’)2 &‘, s, and b is a smooth function on 
s’ < s + h. To compute the contribution of g, we write S = g_, + .a. + 
gL + I?, where 
Now, g’- i behaves just as g does across the curve s’ = s + h. By an 
interchange of integration and differentiation as in Lemma 6, we can shown 
that, for I> -1, g,E C’+’ across s’ = s + h, and that (a/&‘)‘& possesses a
limit as s’ /” s + h. Furthermore, l? E CL+ ‘. Thus 
c ) -$ * d(s’, s) = &(s’ - s - h) + &Ho@’ - s - h) + CH,(s’ - s - h) + a.., 
(19) 
where a’ = lim ,~/,+h(a/as’> @‘, s) and b, - c”, etc. are smooth functions for 
s’ < s + h. Theorem 3 then follows by substituting (18) and (19) into (17) 
and collecting terms. 
5. FURTHER RESULTS 
In this section we discuss (A) the inverse scattering problem, (B) a simpler 
form of the leading singularity, (C) the case when the arrival surface has 
“flat spots,” (D) the geometry of reflections in greater detail, (E) high- 
frequency asymptotics of the reflected waves, and (F) the n-dimensional 
case. 
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A. Inverse Scattering 
Suppose we probe our moving body with incident plane waves from any 
direction cc). The location of the leading reflected wavefront ought to tell us 
where and when the body was first met by the incident plane. Thus we 
should be able to recover the shape and location of a moving convex body 
from the support of the echo kernel K#. 
COROLLARY. Consider a moving body p(t) as in Section 2. We can 
recover its convex hull at all times from the support of the backscattering 
data K#(s’, --w; s, co). 
ProoJ: We have w’ = -CO. By Theorem 2, the maximum of s’ - s on the 
support of K” is 
This minimum is attained at some point x,, E r(s, w). Let t, = x, . o - s. 
Then (x0, to) E Z: and 
t,,=--s--h 
= min{x . w - s : (x, x. 0 - s) E Z) 
= min( t : there is an x so that (x, t) E Z(s, CO)). 
Thus t, is the first time when the plane x e w = t + s meets the body and x0 is 
a place where they meet. Let 
rO = min{x . w : x E P(t,)}. 
Let y E P(t,) be a point where this minimum is attained. If r,, < t, + s, then 
y . u - s < t,. Therefore, there is a point (z, t,) E Z with z . u - s = t, < t,. 
This contradicts the definition of t,. Therefore, rO = t, + s = - jh. So we 
recover h from the support of K##, and rO = rO(Lo) from h. But rO is just the 
support function of P(t,). Therefore, we recover the convex hull of F(t,). 
B. Alternative Forms of the Leading Singularity 
THEOREM 4. The leading term in Theorem 3 may be written as 
-,i 4& 
d’(s’ -s - h(s)), 
where h = h(s) is as before and K,; is the Gauss curvature of the departure 
surface I’(s’, w’) at the point xi. 
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Proof: Recall from Lemma 1 that the Doppler factor is 
By Theorem 3 it suffices to show that IC,: I’* qI(xj, tj) ’ = (rcj’) - “2 for each j. 
Dropping subscripts, it suffices to show that 
K’ = [qJpr12K, (20) 
where the Gauss curvature rc of T(s, w) at the point xj is assumed to be 
positive (since w’ - w is a regular direction) and K’ is the Gauss curvature 
of r(s’, ~0’). We present two proofs of (20). 
The first proof is in the spirit of Lemma 1. Let C be given locally by an 
equation f(x’, x2, x3, t) = 0. Then r(s, w) is given locally by g(x) = 
f(x, x . w - s) = 0. We choose coordinates so that the normal N points 
along the positive x3 axis at the point xj. The curvature at xj is given by the 
well-known formula 
JC = km2 IWg,A 
where (gr,) denotes the 2 x 2 matrix with Z, m = 1,2, and the subscripts 
denote partial derivatives. Thus, 
0 < ~c = (.h + w3W2 Idet(.L + %f,, + ~,.ii + ~~,fiJl~ 
Similarly, K’ is given by the identical formula with w = (w,, L()~, 03) 
replaced by o’ = (w; , w;, w;) = (o1, 02, -w3), by Lemma l(b). Hence 
But 
INI . 
U)t=m= g$;.; = 
v,+QJ,v, =f3+w3L 
v3--w3vt f3-w3fi 
by Lemma 1. 
The second proof of (20) is in the spirit of Theorem 3. Let 
jys', s) = I, s(t + s - x~u)6(t+s'-x~W')~(X,t)dz 
where < is a smooth cutoff function, with support in a small neighborhood of 
(xj, ti) and equal to one in a smaller neighborhood, in which T(s, w) is 
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strictly convex. Now 
a 
1 
dr zz- 
3s’ i-o+) 
H,(t+s;-x~ u’)r/N/ 
a 
i 
dT z- 
as’ rl(S’,S) r IN( 
by Lemma A, just as in the proof of Lemma 5, where N = v, + vIw is the 
normal to T(s, o). Now f(s’, s) vanishes for s’ - s > h and is a smooth 
function for s’ -s < h. By Lemma B, 
as s’fs+h, (21) 
just as in the proof of Theorem 3, since r(xj, tj) = 1. This limit is also valid 
as the point is approached from any nontangential direction in (s’ < s + h}. 
On the other hand, K’ > 0, since Qs’, w’) lies on one side of C at (xj, tj). In 
case K’ = 0 we use the proof of Theorem 2 to deduce that f(s’, s) = ag/&‘, 
where g @ C(3’4)+E as a function of s’. So f does not possess a limit as 
s’ /” s + h. This contradicts (21). Therefore K’ > 0. For the same reason as 
above, with r(s’, w’) replacing T(s, w), we have 
as s \ s’ - h. 
Hence, 6 1 N( = fi 1 N’ (, which implies (20). 
Remark. Another form of the leading term is 
S’(s - s’ - k(s’)), (22) 
where s’ + s’ + k(s’) is the inverse mapping of s + s + h(s). This expression 
is simply the result of a change of variables. Indeed, acting on test functions, 
II cY(s’ - s - h(s)) q(s) tq(s’) ds’ ds 
= - j y’(s + h(s)) p(s) ds = - j v’(s’) ~4s’ + k(s’)) ($1 ds’ 
= ~~4s’) [W + 4’)) ($j2 + ~6’ + k(O) -$ (-$j ] ds’. 
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Hence, 
s’(s’-s-h(s))=-6’(s-s’-k(s’)) (-$I2 +B, 
where B is one order smoother. Now s’ = s + x(s) . (0’ - o), where x(s) is 
the (unique) point in T(s, o) near xj, where x . (o’ - o) is maximum. Thus, 
as in (16). This proves the assertion. 
C. Flat Spots 
The direction w’ -o is “almost never” irregular. However, for such a 
direction the leading reflected singularity is generally stronger than for the 
regular directions. Suppose, for example, that R, consists of a finite number 
of planar surfaces rj with smooth boundaries Z,. Then 
because -2n . o = 1 w’ - o 1 on each piece rj. Thus the leading singularity of 
iP will be 
-+-pf-,I f j [ ;I:..; ]dr&ys’4). 
j=l 
This result corresponds to the fact that the rays reflected from a flat piece ci 
are parallel and the amplitude z-i is constant on these rays. 
As a second example, suppose that R,(o’ - w, s) consists of a finite 
number of smooth curves Cj of finite length such that one principal curvature 
ICY > 0 on Cj. Then 
,,yy+h (s + h - s’)y2g(s’, s) 
l-2J.w 
I-v*w 
ds. 
Thus the leading singularity of K# is a derivative of order t of the delta 
function. This corresponds to the fact that the amplitude z-, decays like 
t -“’ as t -+ co along the rays reflected from Cj. A more detailed analysis of 
such a situation in the case of a stationary obstacle is made by Majda [6]. 
It should be noted that even if a body is strictly convex at all times, it may 
move in such a way that T(s, w) has a flat piece for some s and o. In that 
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case the reflected singularity, for appropriate o’, would be the same as that 
from a stationary body with a flat piece. 
D. Further Remarks on the Geometry 
There are two ways to state the reflection condition without using the 
concept of the arrival surface. 
(i) Both (u - w) and ( w’ - V) make equal angles with the normal II to 
M’(t), where v is the normal velocity of M(t) as usual. (This is similar to 
the condition given in Section 6 of [3].) 
(ii) Let 8 (resp. 0’) be the angle between the incident (resp. reflected) 
ray and the normal n. Let a=2101 (1 +lz]*)-‘, where ]v] is the normal 
speed. Then 
cos 8’ = 
cosO+a 
1 + a cos 8’ 
(This formula is given by Lewis [5].) We omit the derivation of these 
formulas. 
The curvature rcj of the arrival surface T(s, w), which appears in the 
leading singularity, can be expressed in terms of the following quantities: the 
incident direction w, the velocity u of M(t), the curvature of M(t), the 
acceleration of M(t), and the time derivative of the unit normal vector n of 
M(t). These quantities are evaluated at the reflection point (xj, tj). In 
general, this expression is quite complicated. However, in the backscattering 
case it is simple. Then o = - w’ is normal to both r(s, w) and N(tj) at xj. 
The complicated formula reduces to 
where rep is the curvature of M’(tj) at xj and (uj] is the normal speed of 
H(tj) at xi. 
E. High-Frequency Asymptotics 
When a time-harmonic plane wave of frequency o and direction w  is 
incident on the moving obstacle, its outgoing reflection is asymptotic to a 
free wave which may be expressed as an integral of plane waves of frequency 
(T’ and direction w’. The kernel of this integral expression is the scattering 
amplitude I?(a, o’; o, o). It is related to the echo kernel by Fourier 
transform ([2]): 
where we have suppressed the directions w’ and w. 
so5/s2/2-5 
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The following discussion is not completely rigorous but indicates how we 
think Z? should behave for large values of u. We shall assume that the 
space-time geometry of the moving body admits no multiple reflections so 
that the only singularity of K# is the leading singularity. In fact, we shall 
assume that the surfaces r(s, CO) each have a nonvanishing curvature at each 
point. If K#(s’, s’ + E) decays in an appropriate sense as I-+ +co, then the 
behavior of Z?(u, a) for large c can be obtained by substituting the leading 
singularity of K# in the integral for g. We shall use the alternate form of the 
leading singularity given in (22). Thus, 
&f, u) N $11 ei(o’s’-os) b(s’) S’(s - s’ - k(s’)) ds’ ds, 
where b(s’) = (1/4nJlc’)[(l - ZI . o)/(l - u . o’)]~, K’ is the Gaussian 
curvature of r(s’, w’) at the unique reflection point, and u is the normal 
velocity, considered functions of s’. Thus for large u the dominant term of Z? 
is 
I (T 
27c .i 
ei(u’~u)S’e-iuk(S’)b(s/) ds!. 
(23) 
We consider two examples. First, assume that the acceleration of the body 
is small. Then we approximate b(s’) by b,, and k(s’) by k, + k, s’, where b,, 
k,, and k, are constants. 
The dominant term is approximately 
iub, e -ioko &a’ - a( 1 + k,)). 
Thus the only frequency present in the reflected wave is 
which is the familiar Doppler shift. 
As a second example, consider a periodically moving body: fl(t + 7) = 
P(t) for all t. In this case the full scattering amplitude can be written as a 
sum of partial amplitudes [3] 
R(d, a) = 5 A&, co’, 0) S(0’ - (a + m/l)), 
-cc 
where p = 27r/T is the frequency of motion of the body. This time we may 
use the leading singularity of Kg to obtain a description of A,(u) as 
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o -+ +a~. The functions k(s’) and b(s’) have period T and thus we make the 
Fourier expansion 
b(s’)e iok = 
where a,(o) = (l/T) lr b(s’)eiok(s’)eimrs’ ds’. By (23) A,(a) N iua,(a). 
For a fixed body 0(t) = flu, only A, # 0 and 
A cu) ‘v (io> K - Wei 
0 
471 
where k, = max,,ae x . (w’ - w) and K is the curvature of the body at the 
point of reflection. Majda [6] has shown this to be true rigorously. 
In the general case we may make further asymptotic approximations by 
using the method of stationary phase on a,(a). We assume that if k’(r) = 0, 
then k”(t) # 0. Then 
A,(o)-@ $ ( i 
l/Z 
2 b(r) I k”(r)1 - 
l/Z ei[ok(r)+mur* r/41 
> 
7 
where the sum is taken over the points t such that k’(z) = 0, 0 ,< 7 < T, and 
the sign in the exponent is the sign of k”(r). If we compare this result with 
the asymptotics for the fixed body, we see that as u + +co, the bulk of the 
energy of the reflected wave will move to “side band” frequencies u’ = 
u + mp further and further from the incident frequency u. 
F. The n-Dimensional Case 
The one-dimensional case is mentioned in the introduction to [2]. We do 
not consider here the case of even dimension. Few changes are needed in this 
paper to handle the case of odd n > 5. Indeed, everywhere that the 6 function 
appears we replace it by its derivative of order (n - 3)/2. We obtain the 
following analogue of Theorems 3 and 4. The leading singularity of K# is 
where C, is a constant. 
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6. APPENDIX 
LEMMA A. Let Z be a timelike surface in Ft” x R, and let T(z, co) = 
{xEIR”: (X,X-co-r)EC}. LetN=v,+wv,. Then 
where dC is the element of n-dimensional surface area on C and dT is the 
element of (n - I)-dimensional surface area on r. 
ProoJ We may assume that, on the support off, C = {(x, t) 1 (T(x, t) = 01, 
where u is a smooth function such that B, 3 (&r/3x,) # 0. Then 
NE v, + ON, = (Vu + wu,)(l Vu) 2 + u;) - I’*. 
For fixed r, the manifold T(r, o) is given by the equation g(x) = a(x, 
x . w - r) = 0. We may think of this equation defining x1 as a function of 
x’ = (x2 ,..., x,J. Then 
dr- Ivgl dx’=IVu+wutldx, 
g1 (JI +@I01 
and 
dr 
INJ= 
pa/* + u:)-“” dx, 
u1+ m1ut 
Similarly, dZ = ((IVu12 + a:)“*/~,) dt dx’, where we think of x, as a 
function of x’ and t, defined by u(x, t) = 0. Hence ax,/& = -uJu,. Now we 
change variables, t = x . o - r, and think of t as a function of x’ and r. 
Hence, 
at ax, ax, at 
-=W,~-l=wIarar-l’ 
as 
so that 
Hence, 
at -1 -01 
az’ 1 - w,(ax,/at) = u, + w,ut’ 
~~=-((Ivu~2+u:)1’2drdx,- dr dt 
‘J, + WIU, INI . 
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When we take into account the fact that r--, 7co as t + fco, the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA B. Let I be a smooth convex hypersurface in R” with positive 
Gaussian curvature K,, at point x,,. Let r be the unit outward normal at x, 
andletp,=xo.~.Letr,=Tn(x.~>p}andletw(p)=j~~qd~,whereq 
is a smooth function defined on I. Then w(p) is a smooth function for p < p. 
such that 
w(p) = -R,4c,“*(2(po - p))‘“-‘“2 + O(p, - p)“‘2 
as p T po, where a,,-, is the (n - 1) volume of the unit ball in R”-‘. If n is 
odd, all the derivatives of w have limits as p T po. In particular, tf n = 3, 
dw - 
d! 
-+ -271K; “*q(X,) as PT po. 
Proof Choose coordinates so that r points in the x, direction, and such 
that x0 = (0 ,..., 0, po). Let x’ denote the first (n - 1) coordinates 
(x , ,***, x,-r). Near x’ = 0, r is given as the graph x, = p. - f(x’), where 
f (0) = 0 and Vf (0) = 0. Then 
W(P) = J dx’, PO - f (x’)) dw dx’. 
f(X’)<P,-P 
By Taylor’s theorem f (x’) = (A( x ‘) x’, x’), where ,4(x’) = fH(0) + 0(1x’ I), 
where H(0) is the Hessian off at x’ = 0. For Ix’ ] sufficiently small A(x’) is 
positive definite and has a unique positive square root B(x’). Thus 
]I3(x’)v]‘= (A(x’)v, v) for all vectors v E I?“-‘. Let 
S(x’) = B(x’)x’ = [gYI(O)] l’*xt + O(( x’ I’). 
Thus the mapping x’ -+ S(x’) is locally an isomorphism and 
\S(x’)l’= IB(x’)x’l’ = (A(x’)x’, x’) = f(x’). 
We introduce the variable u = S(x’) and write x’ = T(u) for the inverse 
mapping. Thus I u]’ = f(T(u)) and T(u) = [iH(O)] -1’2u + O(]u]‘) so that 
det[ T’(O)] = 2’“-“‘*K; “*, where ~~ is the Gaussian curvature of r at x0. 
Thus for p close to po, 
w@,=J h(u) du = ,,“‘“-” 1 h(rw)F2 do dr, 
Iul*<Po-P Iwl=l 
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where h(u) = q(T(u), p0 -f(T(u)))[ 1 + IVf(T(u))l*]“* ldet F(u)] is smooth. 
Then w(p) = h(0) R,_,(p,, - p)(n-‘)‘2 + O(p, - p)““. If II > 3, 
aW 
-= -fcp, - py3)/* 
aP i 
4~ ~PX) dw, 
Iwl=l 
which has a finite limit as p / p,. If IZ is odd, all the derivatives of w  will 
have a limit as p /” pO. 
LEMMA C. Let C be a smooth d-dimensional surface in R”. Let f (x) be a 
smooth real-valued function on F?” such that, whenever x E C and f (x) = 0, 
Vf(x) is not normal to Z. Let 6 (k) be the kth derivative of the delta function 
of one variable (k = 0, 1,2,...). Then for B E C~(lR”), the functional 
0 -+ lz ack)(f (x)) e(x) dx 
defines a distribution which depends only on the restriction off to Z. 
Proof (An intrinsic statement of this lemma would be that Bck) o f is a 
distribution on Z whenever 0 is not a critical value off: Z + R). Explicitly, 
if Z is parameterized locally by coordinates u + x(u) where u E Rd, then the 
functional is 
I 4+)> J”(f (x(u))) J(u) du, 
where dZ = J(u) du. By assumption (a/auj) f (x(u)) # 0 for some j, say j = 1. 
Change variables by introducing v, = f (x(u)), vj = uj, j = 2,..., d. Then we 
have 
1 
af (x(u)) 
e~k(v,v au 
1 I  
- 1 dv 
This expression depends on f only through the composition f(x(u)), and, 
therefore, depends only on the restriction off to .Z. 
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